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We manufacture to order a wide range of tamper proof and tamper evident labels. Plain or printed options 

available.

These Labels are specially designed to be non-transferable. This means they cannot be removed or are 

exceedingly difficult to remove.

Ultra Destructible Labels : These are impossible to remove in one piece. Once applied any attempt at 

remove makes the label fragment into small pieces.

Void Labels: These can be used to protect assets against fraudulent use or warranty claims. It can also be 

used as a seal to indicate opening. This label is constructed of two layers. If an attempt is made to remove the 

label the top layer will peel away leaving the word 'VOID' behind in a highly aggressive acrylic adhesive 

which is extremely difficult to remove off most surfaces and impossible off of others.

Don't take security for granted. As tampering and errors increase, you need to take control of your sensitive 

equipment and discover when items have been altered. That's why we carry the most comprehensive 

selection of destructible seals that you can place on your gauges and equipment seams to show when your 

item has been thrown out of calibration. Each seal carries a bold warning to prevent tampering, and the seal 

will show evidence of tampering as soon as it is fully adhered to your equipment. These economical seals go a 

long way in protecting your equipment and preventing unsafe use. Know when your equipment is out of 

calibration - check your seals and save hours of confusion and the potential for danger. When you have 

sensitive calibrated equipment on the line, don't take a chance. Slap a durable, high-bonding security seal in 

every vulnerable area to make equipment management more effective.

Round and rectangular seals are available with a variety of popular messages that are crucial to any 
calibrated equipment.
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Each label boasts bold screen-printed text that will grab attention and prevent tampering.

Preventing unnecessary calibration can save your company time and money. Don't take the chance - 

seal your equipment.

You can protect your warranties and reduce your liability with Warranty and Void labels that prevent 

further invasion.

These labels are similar to tamper proof labels. The difference is when anybody tries to remove it it 

leaves the mark VOID on the surface where it is stuck. There by leaving the evidence of tampering the 

label.

If you are unsure on the best label design or material for your needs, our customer service 

representatives are available to assist you. We are prepared to help you select the appropriate product to 

meet your requirements. Call us with your labeling questions or concerns.
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